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Recent FoG Events 
Budjan Galindji – Community Planting Day 

15th June. Suzanne Orr organised her fourth (or was it a 
fifth) work party at the Budjan Galindji Grassland. About 
twenty-five people attended on a very cold morning with 
rain threatening. Suzanne posted the following 
statement and photos on her Facebook page. “ Budjan 
Galindji Grassland has 400 more plants now, thanks to a 
bunch of dedicated volunteers who braved the wind 
today. 

The new plants will add to the biodiversity and 
conservation value of the grasslands. Looking forward to 
the next planting day (might schedule for a warmer time 
of year).” 

Geoff Robertson who helped organise the event stated 
“Fantastic turnout with strong representations by 
Suzanne's tribe, FOG members, numerous local 
residents, and our friends from EPSDD who did the 
preparation and provided the plants. So much was 
achieved and we look forward to many patches of 
wattles, bursaria, grasses, etc. appearing soon providing 
habitat for small bush birds. Thanks Suzanne for your 
continuing support of Budjan Galindji.” 

Budjan Galindji work parties 

In our last issue we reported on work parties up to 6 
April. Since then we have held work parties on 27 April, 
4 and 25 May, and 1 June. Our respective attendances 
were 3, 6, 5 and 6 respectively. On the last occasion that 
included two ecology students who joined us and had an 
impromptu lesson on what we have been doing and why, 
and plant identification. On several of these occasions 
we have been joined by Ranger Stephen Bruce and are 
pleased to report that we and the ACT Offset Unit are 
working extremely well together.  

Our main task has been weeding in the large south-
eastern area burnt by fire. This has been a great learning 
experience for all. One focus has been hand removing St 
John’s wort seed heads, both living and sprayed (see first 
image). While herbcide kills the plant, it does not kill the 
seed. Hence, removing the seed head is an effective stop 
gap measure for live plants, and good ‘value adding’ for 
sprayed plants.  

We have also been herbiciding and hand removing St 
John’s wort rosettes - this is a fairly major exercise. Other 
plants to be attacked are blackberry and unwanted 
grasses such as serrated tussock, paspalum, phalaris and 
cocksfoot. This has mostly used herbicide spraying and 
in some cases hand removal. Despite the cold weather, 
this has been successful. We have also been using the 
new Fiskars “extractor” tool to remove herbaceous 

weeds from the higher quality patches. 

On 25 May we took the opportunity to create a plant list 
of natives and exotics emerging following the fire.     

At our latest work party we noticed that many well 
developed blue devil rosettes had been destroyed. It 
looks like a large bird had attacked the plants, possibly 
as a source of food. Anyone else noticed this? 
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